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We exist to train, educate, and support entrepreneurs 
of both new (pre-venture) and established small 
businesses. Positioned within the nationwide network 
of SBDCs, we offer resources, key connections at the 
state and national level, workshops, and online and 
in-person support that equips us to help Ocean State 
entrepreneurs reach the next level of growth. 



What is AI Marketing?

AI marketing is artificial intelligence used 

to create content, edit videos, task 

automation and gather customer insights 

to increase user engagement, increase 

sales and build a loyal following. 

This can look like email sequences, 

chatbots, content creations, and targeted 

ads. 



Not Just Another Thing for Your to Learn

What AI won’t do: Replace Humans! 

What AI WILL do: Make your more efficient and assist with your never ending 
marketing task list



Who is Using AI?



A Poll from Neil Patel

Source: Neil Patel

https://neilpatel.com/blog/using-ai-in-marketing/


Is AI Ending the Marketing Industry?

Source: giphy

My opinion is not at all. 

https://giphy.com/gifs/animation-cartoon-robot-8qrrHSsrK9xpknGVNF


Golden Rule of Using AI



Inputs = Outputs

AI can make your marketing load much easier to carry. 

As with any skill, the better you get at doing something, the greater your results. 

This is also true for using your prompts to get AI to give you answers. 

Specific inputs help the AI to create content that doesn’t sound bland. 



Beginner vs Advanced

Example Topics

Basic
Driving Revenue Growth

Intermediate
We are working to drive revenue growth this year. The top three metrics we use to track performance are sales 
revenue, deals closed and number of new customers

Advanced
Topic: Driving Revenue Growth

Metric: Total sales revenue, total deals closed, total number of new customers

Problem: Poor customer segmentation, lack of focus on customer experience, inadequate sales processes

Solution: Customer segmentation and targeting, improved customer experience, efficient sales process



Gmail



Help Me Write



Captions



Captions.ai

Source: captions

$9.99 monthly
$54 yearly

https://www.captions.ai/


All in One Video Editing



Eye Contact



Captions and Beyond

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1a5-KLVTYCCIwJCUw5k6PGgxz9qA1ilF4/preview


LeadScripts





What Does LeadScripts Do?



Pricing



Jasper.AI





What Does Jasper Do?

Jasper is an advanced AI marketing tool intended to create high-quality ad copy, emails, landing 

pages, articles, or social media posts. 

It also has built-in templates for AIDA, Feature to Benefit, PAS, and Before-After-Bridge Framework. All 

you need to do is add your brand name or product, and it will generate the copy for you. 

E-commerce shops can also produce product descriptions using this powerful AI. It can generate 

Amazon product bullet points or descriptions as well as write titles and meta descriptions at a click 

of a button.

Source: InfluencerMarketingHub

https://influencermarketinghub.com/ai-marketing-tools/






Jasper.AI Capabilities



Chat GPT



The Power of ChatGPT

Image Source: Sintra

https://trysintra.com/products/chatgptmarketingpack?utm_source=META&utm_medium=KB&utm_campaign=META-CBO+-+WW+Sintra+Plus+Scaling+-+Restart&utm_content=Best+Performers+%2F+Interest+Stack+%2F+18%2B+%2F+All+%2F+WW&utm_term=March_25_Video_ChatGPT4_Sintra_Var2+-+Copy&tw_source=ig&tw_adid=23854281540720011&fbclid=PAAaZoPwogPixZWvg2wmOkNld_CbAmh5I1LSMRO8_xL9gwrlO9Vxx6pCEAx-s_aem_th_ATyD78-1mN4w2VyTpLQ32z18AzXOokJ5l4MqHfICJeSu3NNWmLlDuuAl2-B_6oUJbnW7vBfw9mfQYrMhj_lNvkA5


How to Find the Best ChatGPT Prompts

1. Be specific: Provide clear and specific details about what you are looking for. The more specific your 

query is, the better ChatGPT can understand and generate accurate responses.

2. Use context: Include relevant context or background information in your prompt. This can help 

ChatGPT understand the context of your query and provide more relevant and accurate results.

3. Experiment with different formats: Try different prompt formats to see what works best. You can 

start with a direct question, provide partial information, or frame your prompt as a conversation. 

Experimentation can help you find the most effective format for your specific needs.



4. Iterate and refine: If the initial results are not satisfactory, iterate and refine your prompts. Experiment 

with different wording, structure, or additional details to improve the accuracy and relevance of the 

responses.

5. Utilize system instructions: Consider using system-level instructions to guide ChatGPT's behavior. For 

example, you can specify the tone, format, or style you prefer in the response.

6. Incorporate examples: Include specific examples related to your query to provide further clarity and 

context. Examples can help ChatGPT understand your requirements and generate more relevant 

responses.



7. Practice active learning: Engage in an iterative conversation with ChatGPT. Ask follow-up questions or 

provide feedback to guide the model towards generating more accurate and desired responses.

Remember that ChatGPT's responses are generated based on the input it receives, and it may not always 

provide perfect or complete answers. Experimentation, refinement, and active engagement can help you 

achieve the best results for your search queries.



Plan a Trip

Whether looking for a new place to travel or 

things to do in a destination, ChatGPT can 

help you. 



Simply Complex Things

Prompts:

“explain [something] in the simplest way 

possible," 

If the results are still too complex, ask 

ChatGPT to explain it like it would to a 

10-year-old. 

You can follow up with  "show the results in 

bullet points" to make the answers more 

organized.



Create / Draft  Content

Do NOT copy and past 

content as is. Make sure to 

edit and make it your own. 

Product Descriptions

Reviews

Social Media

Emails



Video Scripts

Stuck on Video Marketing? 

Use ChatGPT to write your scripts. 



Debug, Write and Explain Code

Using machine learning algorithms, Chat GPT can analyze 

and understand code snippets and generate new code 

based on the input it receives. 

You can also input code and ask ChatGPT to find the bug. 

Your results explain what the bug is, and an example (or 

more) of how you can implement a potential fix.



Google Sheets





Google Sheets



Generate API



Workout Plans

1. Program duration. Do you want a 4 week, 6 week, 

90 day or longer program?

2. Enter details like heights, weight, 

3. How many days per week you want to work out. 

4. Do you have a focus? Are you looking for muscle 

gain, weight loss,  etc

5. Will your workouts be at home or at the gym. What 

equipment do you have?

6. Do you have any injuries?



Meal Planning

1. How long do you want your meal plan to be? You can choose 

one week, five days, one month, etc.

2. How many daily meals do you want to plan for? Do you want 

to plan three daily meals and a snack, only for dinner, etc?

3. How many people are you cooking for? Are you cooking for a 

family of four? Or are you cooking for two but want extra 

leftovers?

4. How long do you want to spend cooking each meal?

5. Enter your budget if you want to stay within a dollar amount?

6. Do you have any dietary restrictions or allergies?



Play Trivia

1. Tel ChatGPT you want to play

2. Specify the topic or theme you’d 

like to focus on

3. ChatGPT will generate questions 

for you to answer. 

4. Or, you can challenge ChatGPT 

with your own trivia questions.



Conclusion



Getting Started

What ways have you thought of that you can use AI to ease your marketing load ?

There are AI products for:
Video Marketing
SEO
Content Creation
Scripts
Blogging
Calculating Using Sheets



Input = Output

The better your input, the better your outputs.

REFINE, REFINE, REFINE!!



Resources:
AI Marketing Tools

Using AI in Marketing

A Beginners Guide to Using AI for 
Small Business

A Complete List of AI Tools

25 Things You Can Do With ChatGPT

ChatGPT for Google Sheets

https://influencermarketinghub.com/ai-marketing-tools/
https://neilpatel.com/blog/using-ai-in-marketing/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business-insights-ideas/resources/how-ai-help-small-business
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business-insights-ideas/resources/how-ai-help-small-business
https://www.marketingaiinstitute.com/blog/artificial-intelligence-for-small-business
https://techwiser.com/things-you-can-do-with-chatgpt/
https://www.makeuseof.com/things-you-can-do-with-chatgpt/?newsletter_popup=1


Questions?
Type your question to the chat box

Contact Us:

401-874-7232

https://bit.ly/regRISBDC

aecapasso@uri.edu

https://bit.ly/regRISBDC

